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ABSTRACT 
The effectiveness of WSAN deployed in search and rescue, surveillance, battlefield reconnaissance and other applications depends 
on the inter-node interaction. In sensor networks, sensors collect their information from the physical world and forward their data 
to actor node then actors collaboratively respond to achieve predefined application missions. The networks can be partitioned into 
disjoint blocks if an actor suddenly fail and violate such a connectivity goals. The simultaneous node recovery scheme imposes a 
large node relocation overhead and lot of topology changes and also extent inter-actor data path. Our approach explores the 
simultaneous node recovery from a multinode failures with maintain nominal topology changes by using the Least Disruptive 
PILOT Node algorithm. The LDPN algorithm, uses a set of PILOT node that can be used whenever link failures between two sensor 
node. Inthis approach removes the faulty nodes by using best PILOT nodes and it act as a bridge between the two neighbors of 
failed nodes. The LDPN algorithms can reestablish the network connectivity and also make sure that the minimal topology changes 
within the sensor network. 

 

KEYWORDS: wireless sensor-actor network, node relocation,Connectivity restoration, sensor networks, topology repair, 

fault recovery.  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The growing interest in the application of Sensor Networks has motivated lot of research works during the 

recent year. Sensor node applications, such as coastal and border protection,battle field surveillance, space 

exploration,chemical attack detection, combat field reconnaissance, it is envisioned that a set of mobile sensor 

nodes will be employed to collaboratively monitoring an area of interests and tracking certain events. The 

sensors can operate in harmful environments and avoiding the risk to the human life. Wireless Sensor Actor 

Networks consist of a set of low cost sensors that are collecting information from their surrounding and forward 

their data to a corresponding actor nodes that process and forward some appropriate responses. The practical 

example of actors are Robots and unmanned vehicle and it work autonomously to achieve an application 

mission. 

The important of inter-actor’s connectivity a sensor usually inform their neighbor sensor prior to moving so 

the network topology can be adjusted accordingly. However, sudden failures of WSAN nodes can break the 

communication path in the sensor networks and network can be divided into different blocks. In WSN the 

replacement of failed actorsis an impractical and repositioning of sensor node becomes the best recovery option. 

The WSAN comprise two types of nodes such as actor node and normal sensor nodes. The normal sensors are 

inexpensive andhighly constrained energy and limited processing capacity. The Actors are more capable nodes 

with relatively betterhigher onboard energy richer communication resources, processing capabilities and 

computation.  
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Each actor and sensor nodes are equipped with communication unit,power unit,actuation unit, processing 

unit and storage resources sensing unit respectively [1]. Due to limited on-board energy sensor are inclined to 

failure and to mitigate the risk of reduced connectivity and loss of network coverage that some faulty nodes may 

cause and the network deployment usually engages nodes that can either act as a passive spare or picks 

additional load if multiple node fails.  

In essence, such a strategy provisions to the tolerance of sensor node failure at the time of sensor network 

setup, one of the approaches for node recovery from amultiple senor node failure by reposition of nodes to 

restructure the wireless sensor actor network [2].  

In this paper, proposed system investigate and analyze the simultaneous node recovery from a multiple 

node failure with minimal topology changes in WSAN and our approach presents a LDPN algorithm for 

recovering from some multiple node failures. Proposed approach make use of a set of lightweight sensor nodes 

in order to bridge failing connections between two wireless sensor nodes is about break in WSANs.  

The next topic describes the overview of related work. Section III describes the problem identification in 

the previous approaches. Section IV explains the LDPN algorithm and Section V describes the final results.  

 

II. Literature Review: 

A numerous schemehas been recently developed for restoring the sensor network connectivity in partitioned 

WSAN [2]. Allthe schemes have focused on reconstructing furnished wireless sensor links without considering 

the effect on the length of the pre data path and some schemes recover thepartitioned wireless sensor network by 

relocation of the existing wireless sensor nodes. Some approaches on sensor node relocation focuses on the 

metrics other than node connectivity, e.g., network longevity, asset safety and coverage. 

 

2.1 Sensor Node Repositioning: 

The major idea of thiswireless sensor node repositioning schemes is to reposition, some of the healthy 

sensor nodes in the sensor network and also to maintain a strong network connectivity. TheLeDiR relies the 

local view of wireless sensor nodes and also ensures that the data path between a pair of faulty wireless sensor 

nodes is not extended relative to its pre-failure sensor status. This approach assumes that onlynon-simultaneous 

node or multiple failure will take place in the SN. It is used to pursue only block movement instead of individual 

wireless sensor nodes in a cascade movement and it identifies the smallest among the disjoint sensor blocks. 

In Figure.I shows that the sensor node failure in wireless sensor and WSAN. Each sensor nodes will 

periodically send HELLO messages to their neighbor’s to ensure that they are functional or Heartbeat 

(information) messages. Then only starts the transmission of information data or massages. In thefigure-I the 

node 14 does not send any acknowledgement for its heartbeat to its neighbor sensor nodes.Therefore, the sensor 

node 13 and 15 assumed that sensor node 14 has failed and breaks the wireless network connectivity and also 

the network connection stays strongly connected after the loss of any non-leaf sensor node like18. 

 

 
Fig. 1: WSANs with faulty node. 

 

The failure of the cut vertex node 14 leaves nodes 13 and 15 was isolated from the rest of the network 

connection. In the figure-I shows that the node failure in wireless sensor and actor network and figure-2 shows 

that the failure node recovery by using Least Disruptive topology Repair. The node 15,17,16 and node 18 do not 

make any communication between other sensor nodes in the sensor network. These nodes are behaves as a 

individual block. This block move towards to the 13th node and makes the connectivity based on the Least 

Disruptive topology Repair algorithm.  

This approach is used to recover failure node only non-simultaneous node failure only. It does not 

determine to assorted node failure. 
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Fig. 2: Replacing the failure node by LeDiR. 

 

There are numerous approaches was published and differ from the glassy of node repositioning immersion 

expected from the finest nodes, in the essential network state that needs to be sustained and the goal of wireless 

sensor node repossession process. The DARA(Distributed Actor Recovery Algorithm)[4] requires each node to 

maintain their two-hop neighbors list and also determine the opportunity of the recovery progression by 

checking whether the failure node is a cut vertex or not. It follows that a probabilistic scheme to detect the cut 

vertices node.  

The best candidate (BC) is designated from the single-hop neighbors of the failure actor as a retrieval 

initiator and also to replace the faulty node. The PADRA (PArtition Detection and Recovery Algorithm) [5], it 

detects a connected controlling set to determine the dominate wireless sensor node. The dominate sensor node 

does not directly moves to the location of the broken node; instead of a cascaded movement is followed to share 

the burden of discrete sensor node. 

The RIM (recovery through inward motion) [6] approach provides the sensor nodes mobility and also needs 

only single-hop or one-hop neighbor information to be improve from a single node failure. The sensor node 

restoration process was both scattered and localized execution and also it does not need network wide 

organization among the wireless sensor nodes. In each sensor node can be autonomously decide its role of the 

restoration process and also where to transfer if needed. The RIM approach requires only each node to be 

attentive of the location of its single-hop neighbors tilt. It was designed to recover from a single sensor node 

failure only.  

The modern node failure may cause contradictory conditions for RIM to converge successfully. The 

probability for modernsensor node failure is very small and it would not be a worry for LeDiRapproach. Then 

RIM approach tends to analyst the network through inward around the faulty wireless sensor node. While such a 

retrieval scheme only increases the connectivity of sensor network and it may harmfully affect the node 

coverage of wireless sensor network. 

In Connected Governing Set [7] process was based on the distributed node recovery of a node failure in 

WSAN. The focal idea is each actor node to determine whether the sensor node failure causes a divider or not in 

advance and also to take the necessary provisions before the sensor node failure happen. Since the sensor 

networkpartitioning was caused by the node failure which is aiding as a sensor node is cut vertex (i.e., a 

gateway), but our methodology is utilize the connected controlling set of the entire network in a distributed 

manner to classify such a node is a cut-vertex or not. Once cut-vertex nodes are resolute, each node designates 

suitable neighbors to be handling its failure when such a thing arises in imminent. In associated Dominating Set 

the transmission range increases, unpredictably the travel distance is also increases and also the Connected 

Dominating Set (CDS) based algorithm does not remember the similar topology managements. 

 

2.2 Recovery by a Placement of Relay Nodes: 

The Relay sensor node replacement is another methodology for restoring the network connectivity when a 

sensor node failure is arisen. A relay Node technique was a more accomplished node with significantly higher 

energy replacement and longer communication range than the regular sensor node. Although it can be furnished 

with sensor circuitry and the relay nodes are generallyperforming data accumulation and data forwarding. 

Unlike regular sensor nodes, relay nodes may be movable and also it has some navigation aptitudes. The relays 

are preferred in a recovery process, because it is easier to precisely place them relative to sensor nodes and their 

communication range was superior compared to regular sensor nodes so which simplifies the network 

connectivity restoration among the separate blocks.  

Intuitively, the relays are more expensive than regular sensor nodes. Thus, the larger number of engaged 

relay nodes should be diminished.Due to the harsh environments and passionate nature of WSAN applications, 

the network sometimes suffers from large scale harms that involves numerous nodes and thus creates multiple 

separate partitions in a network. In Bio Inspired Relay node [8] considers a network strategy for improving from 

such harms through the assignment of the relay nodes.  
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The arrangement of relay nodes to be restores network connectivity among the separate blocks of aninjured 

WSAN. It given the cost of Relay Nodes and the logistical encounters in deploying them, it was normally 

desirable to minimalize the count of essential relay nodes. The Bio-Inspired sensor node replacement does not 

contemplate the energy as a metric in placing the Relay Nodes then the connectivity among sensor nodes and 

relays are considered. In these types of sensor nodes goes to a single network, where all the Relay Nodes 

communicate with the similar Base station or sink node. 

The Effective QoS Aware Relay Node Placement Algorithm [9] For connecting disjoint blocks. In EQAR, 

the best of our knowledge it was the first approach, that exploits the deployment Relay Nodes in order to 

federate disjoint block sensors subject to QoS constraints. It opts to efficiently populate the least number of 

Relay Nodes such that the desired Quality of service goals is satisfied and also the connectivity among disjoint 

blocks are established.  

As mentioned earlier, the additive Quality of service requirements, e.g., the bandwidths are assumed in 

order to simplify the presentation. 

 

2.3 Topology Management in a WSANs: 

The Topology management [10] issues are very important in the context of wireless networks such as an 

actor networks. It ensures that various sensor network connectivity parameters are accomplished and also ensure 

that the parameter values are within certain bounds. In each and every sensor nodes in a sensor network to have 

a pre-defined number of neighbors node. It can be requirements of a higher sensor information processing 

applications in order to make ensure that the sensor nodes are distributed evenly over a network region and the 

topology management has been addressed from a various perspectives such as energy conservation in a WSAN. 

The Topology management based protocols uses the principle that every nodes in a sensor network to maintains 

the topology information and the process of network protocol operation was based on the topology of the 

network. 

 

III. Problem Statement: 

To the best of my knowledge, sensor node recovery schemes found in the literature survey assumed that no 

simultaneous failure. In LeDiR algorithm, assumes that only non-simultaneous failure will take place in the 

wireless sensor networks. All of these schemes have only attentive on the reconstructing of severed links 

without considering the outcome of the length of pre-failure communication or data paths in a wireless sensor 

network and some other schemes recover the network connectivity by re-positioning of the existing nodes with 

in a same network.  

The surviving systems consider the wireless network connectivity restoration problem focus to the data path 

length constraints. The Least-Disruptive topology Repair depend on the local observation of nodes and ensures 

that no data path between any pair of sensor nodes is stretched relative to its pre-failure sensor network status. 

There are some foremost issues in LeDiR approach,originallyexistingsensor node failure may cause encounters 

conditions for LeDiR algorithm to converge successfully and then LeDiR tends to analyst the least block inward 

through the failure nodes; it may harmfully affect the node coverage in a wireless sensor network. The main 

emphasis of the LeDiR is on connectivity of the non-simultaneous sensor node failure only and does not aspect 

in the impact on coverage. The topology administration issues are very important for fashionable node recovery 

from a multiple node failure. 

 

IV. Least Disruptive Pilot Node: 

In Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks, it is required to maintain an inter-node connectivity sensor node at 

all time. There are several schemes was developed for network restoring and all these structures focused on 

restoring only non-simultaneous nodes at a time.  

In this approach offers to deploy a PILOT node with Least-Disruptive algorithm to restore the wireless 

network connectivity and then preserve the desired topology. The PILOT node forms a logical ring connection 

among them to help address problems of network topology managing. These Light-weight nodes are capable of 

motion could be directed to a position themselves at the appropriate locations. To achieve this objective, 

assumed that both wireless-node and PILOT nodes are location aware.  

The wireless sensor nodes and PILOT nodes have discrete functionality to support a topology management 

in sensor network. Each wireless sensor node monitors the status of its communication relationships and in order 

to avoid the additional efforts in tracking link status and each link is observed by only one sensor node. The 

wireless network link failures can be identified relatively whenever angreeting message is not received in 

response to a simultaneous transmission of either a control messages. 
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Fig. 3: Construction of PILOT nodes with WSANs 

 

4.1 Contemporary Node Recovery: 

In LDPN algorithm, the PILOT nodes that can be used whenever a link failure between two sensor nodes. 

The Actor nodes are periodically send hello messages to their one-hop neighbors to ensure that they are 

available and functional and also report changes to the one-hop neighbors. After a certain time period the 

missing acknowledgement for heartbeat message is used to detect the failure node. Once a failure node is 

detected in the neighborhood the recovery process is initiating. The Wireless nodes send that request to a PILOT 

node.  

PILOT node exchanges the request information with other PILOT nodes available in the PILOT network. 

The PILOT nodes are collaboratively determines the best PILOT node to assist in topology management in the 

network. The selection of the PILOT nodes are based on the factors of power available with the two sensor 

nodes associated with a failure link and possible predicted node movement in a future time; and the distance 

between location of PILOT node and the target node.  

The PILOT node information is communicated back to the requesting w-nodes. The assigned PILOT node 

moves to occupy the computed position to act as abridge connection between the one-hop neighbors of failure 

node and transmit the information maintain and the network connectivity. In LDPN algorithm, ensures that the 

contemporary node recovery from multiple node failure with maintain the nominal topology changes. 

 

V. Performance Analysis: 

LDPN is authenticated through a simulation and this section discusses the simulation environs and results. 

 

5.1 Simulation Environment: 

The LDPN algorithm is validated through simulation. In this section discusses the simulation environment 

and results. The experiments are performed on WSAN simulator developed in a Tool Command Language. In 

this experiments, we have create a connected topologies consisting of a varying number of actors (50 to 100) 

with fixed communication range (r = 100 m).  

All nodes are assumed to be transferring at the maximum power-set for adistinctexperimentation and also 

the detection of sensor node failure of a critical sensor node would justify the invocation of Least-Disruptive 

topology Repair. The following parameters are used to varying the characteristics of network topology in 

different experiments: 

 

Number of actor node (N): 

This parameter affects the WSAN connectivity and the node density. If increasing N makes the network is 

highly connected.  

 

Communication range (r): 

All actors in a network are assumed to have the same communication range r. The value of r affects the 

initial WSAN network topology. While a large r boosts the overall connectivity and small r creates a sparse 

topology. 
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In the following metrics are used to measure the performance of the LDPN algorithm in terms of recovery 

overhead. 

 

Total travelled distance: 

It reports the distance of involved nodes collectively travel during the node recovery process. This can be 

envisioned as a network wide assessment of the efficiency to applied node recovery scheme.  

 

Number of relocated nodes: 

It reports the number of nodes that moved during the recovery process. This metricscan assess the scope of 

the connectivity restoration within the network.  

 

Number of exchanged messages: 

tracks the total number of messages that have been exchanged during the node recovery process. In this 

metrics captures the communication overhead. 

 

5.2 Simulation Result: 

In LDPN, strives to restore the connectivity while minimizing the node recovery overhead and also 

maintaining the path lengthsat their pre-failure value. Then group the results into two sets: 1) sensor node path 

length validation metrics and 2) sensor node overhead related metrics. Then also compare the performance of 

DARA [3] and RIM [4] withLDPN, these are most effective published results for the tolerance of a single sensor 

node failure in a WSAN. The initial set compares the LDPN, which runs in a distributed manner and also 

centralized version therefore it provides the least moved distance. Compare LeDiR to RIM in terms of node 

recovery overhead. LDPN selects the smallest partition and tries to maintain the existing communication links 

between nodes. 

 
Fig. 4: Number of moved actors vs. Network size 

 

 
Fig. 5: Number of Extended Paths vs. Network Size 

 

Fig. 4 clearly indicates that LDPN outperforms RIM by moving lesser nodes during the recovery process, 

particularly for dense network. In Fig. 5 indicate that in highly connected topologies the cut vertices are found at 

near the network periphery. It is particularly advantageous for a DARA since the network would be partitioned 

into large blocks and few small blocks and DARA would select the BC node. The node movement and operation 

are closer to RIM; in other words, the RIM can achieve the same objective but DARA cannot guarantee it.  

Therefore, we compare LDPN with RIM and not DARA. In addition to the centralized version of LeDiR 

and RIM the next set of simulation experiments compares LeDiR to DARA. The main reason is that both 

DARA and RIM are designed to restore the network connectivity. However, DARA and RIM do not care 

whether a pre-failurecommunication path gets extended or not.  
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Therefore, the data path length validation metrics would assess how the communication paths are affected 

by contemporary schemes and LDPN contribution to sustaining the pre-failure data path lengths. 

 

VI. Conclusions And Future Work: 

In recent years, WSANs have started to receive emergentconcern due to many real-time applications. Our 

project has conferred an important real-time problem in WSANs that is reestablishing the network connectivity 

after simultaneous node failure at contemporarily without extending the length of communication routes.  

The recommended LDPN algorithm restores the sensor network connectivity by use of a PILOT nodes with 

LDPN algorithm ensured that the modern node recovery from simultaneous node failure with maintain the 

minimal topology changes. It also works very well in dense wireless networks and provides optimal 

performance even when nodes are partially aware of the sensor network topology. The LDPN algorithm 

considered only multiple node node recovery from a failure but not discussed about the sensor nodes life times. 

In our future work comprises the energy consumption of PILOT nodes for a large network environment. 
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